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Canada
Housing starts fall in December
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The increase by housing starts was not widespread in 2014

Canadian housing starts fell from 193,199 units in
November to 180,560 in December, for a monthly drop of
6.5%. However, the 6‑month moving average held above
190,000 units.
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The Canadian average stands at 191,937 units for 2014,
up slightly from 2013’s 187,646 units. Four provinces
posted annual increases: Alberta (+18.5%), Saskatchewan
(+8.7%), British Columbia (+5.8%) and Quebec (+4.6%).
Atlantic Canada (-19.3%), Manitoba (-13.0%) and Ontario
(-5.7%) all pulled back for 2014.
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Despite December’s nearly overall pullback by housing
starts, the balance for several provinces is good for 2014.
This means that the long-awaited cooling of the residential
sector did not materialize last year in either the new or
resale markets. Average prices also continued to ascend
across Canada, rising about 7% in 2014. The concerns about
household debt loads have therefore notched up as growth
by mortgage loans is not yet slowing. Hopes that the housing
sector will gradually lose steam are now focused on 2015.
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Most parts of the country saw much slower activity in
December, such as the Atlantic region (-16.1%), the Prairies
(-10.5%) and Quebec (-17.5%). On the other hand, Ontario
housing starts firmed up 2.1% from November to December.

Quebec posted 39,372 housing starts in 2014. Homebuilding
picked up speed in the Montreal (+19%) and Trois‑Rivières
(+11%) CMAs, but fell in the four other CMAs. The annual
downturns are in the neighbourhood of 25% in Saguenay
and Sherbrooke, but just 5% in Quebec CMA and 1% in
Gatineau.
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Housing starts – annual variation in 2014
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Implications: December’s lull is a step in the right
direction, but it will take a few months to see whether a
lasting downtrend is materializing. New construction must
slow to put Canada’s real estate market on a better footing
and reduce the concern about high household debt loads.
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Quebec’s 2014 rise by housing starts is essentially focused
on the Montreal CMA. Activity was hot, especially
downtown, thanks to groundbreaking on several condo and
rental apartment building projects. Given that Montreal’s
condo market continues to have a major surplus and the
vacancy rate on rental units rose to 3.4% in the fall of 2014,
construction should, in principle, cool off this year.
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